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NAT test is conducted under the supervision of NTS which has built a reputation of being a reliable, efficient, accurate
and effective testing service by organizing timely, fair and transparent tests since its establishment.

Arithmetic question usually very simple and easy as these are made for all students coming from different
educational disciplines. Questions are easy but involve simple tricks. Most of the arithmetic questions have
short formulas. Learn these formulas to solve each MCQ quickly. What is sum of all number from 1 to ? If
you start adding all the numbers from 1 to , it will take hours. But it has a simple formula. Learn the formulas
of area of shape and volume of bodies. Each test of many of area and volume questions. Sometime you are
asked to find area of an unusual shape. It should not confuse you. Basically such shapes are combination of
triangles and squares. You have to find the areas of those triangle and square and add them to find total area of
total unusual shape. There may a semi-circle as a part of the shape. So find area of the circle and divide by
two. Learn Pythagorean Theorem to find length of one side of triangle. Some questions are based on
Pythagorean theorem. You may be asked to find length between two points in a given scenario which is
basically a triangle. A commonly used question where length of wall and floor is given. You are asked find the
length of ladder to reach to top of wall. Learn the simple basics of calculating percentage as well as ratios.
Remember questions are always easy but involve simple tricks. Read the following examples: You are given a
set of facts and some rules. You have to process the facts according to the given rules. Sajid has to study four
books i. He has to study the books according to the following rules: Chemistry on a day before English
Biology is studied on a day after Physics Q. Which of the following is correct order of books for four days?
Chemistry, Biology, English, Physics B. Biology, Chemistry, English, Physics C. Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, English D. English, Chemistry, Biology, Physics. If Sajid studies Chemistry on Saturday, which must
he have read on Thursday?
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If Aslam studies Chemistry on Saturday, which subject must he have read on Thursday? Either English or
Physics Physics on Sunday C. M is the daughter of N. O is the father of P. Which of the following statements
is true? O is the uncle of M. P and N are brothers C. M is the daughter of P. If B is the daughter of N, then M
and B are sisters. Which of the following statements is contradictory to the above premises? P is the father of
M. O has three children. M has one brother. M is the granddaughter of O. If B is the son of N and B has one
brother, D, then 1. M is the sister of D. D and N are brothers. O is the grandfather of D. I and II only D. A
perfume containing L, should also contain the substance N, and the quantity of N should be twice as that of L.
A perfume containing M, must also have O as one of its components and they should be in equal proportion. A
single perfume should never contain N as well as O. O and P should not be used together. A perfume
containing the substance P should contain P in such a proportion that the total amount of P present should be
greater than the total amount of the other substance or substances used. Which of the following is correct
combination for a perfume? Two parts M, two parts L C. Four parts O, four parts M Which of the following
combinations will be come correct by adding amount of substance N? One part L, one part N, five parts P B.
Two parts M, two parts N, two parts P C. One part M, one part N, one part P D. Two parts M, one part N, four
parts P Two parts N C. Two parts P Which of the following combination cannot be used together in a Correct
way to make perfume containing two or more substances? M and O Two parts L, two parts N, one part O, two
parts P This conclusion is valid only if it is true that: Students often have books in their hands. All the
students have books in their hands. Students are required to have books in their hands. Only students have
books in their hands. There are no ties for any position at the finish of the races. The following statements
about the races are always true: V finishes somewhere ahead of P 2. P finishes somewhere ahead of Q 3.
Either R finishes first and T finishes last, or S finishes first and U or Q finishes last If in a race S finishes sixth
and Q finishes fifth, which of the following can be true? R finishes second or third C. This statement can be
logically deduced from which of following statements A. The films are to be shown in a particular order,
which conforms to the following conditions: A must be shown earlier than C. B must be shown earlier than D.
E should be the fifth film shown. Which of the following is an acceptable order for showing the educational
films? In case C is shown earlier than E, which among the following will hold true? A is the first film shown.
B is the second film shown. C is the third film shown. D is the fifth film shown. In case D is to be shown
earlier than A, then for which among the following is there exactly one position from first through fifth in
which it can be scheduled to be shown? C and D In case D and E are shown as far apart from each other as
possible, which among the following would be true? A is shown earlier than B. B is shown earlier than C. C is
shown earlier than E. E is shown earlier than B. In case B, D and E are to be shown one after the other in the
given order, the two positions from first to fifth in which A could possibly be shown are A. This part has
different format for each group i. Some of them have general knowledge and Islamiyat questions. Some have
science subject. So better study about the format of each of these groups for this part for better understanding.
Verbal Ability 20 MCQs 2. Analytical Reasoning 20 MCQs 3. Quantitative Reasoning 20 MCQs 4.
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Book will be sent by courier service. NAT-IE Complete Guide (NTS) by Dogar Brothers aims to assess the verbal,
quantitative and analytical abilities that have been attained over a period and that are not necessarily related to any.

5: NAT Entry Test NTS Sample Paper IE | Daily Based
National Testing Services NTS NAT test preparation books are available here which you can free download online from
this. National Testing Service (NTS) take National Aptitude Test (NAT) to admissions to undergraduate and equivalent
diploma level classes.

6: Nts Guide Book Solved Free Download | Daily Based
Download Kips general math and Analytical & Quantitative Reasoning books online. Usually students don't perform well
in analytical reasoning portion.

7: Solved NTS NAT test paper | The NUST Web
www.enganchecubano.com offers graduate programmes nts nat ie guide pre engg computer science group buy online
with best lowest price in Pakistan with fast shipping in all major cites of Pakistan including Karachi, Rawalpindi, Sialkot,
Islamabad, Gujranwala, Hyderabad, Faisalabad, Quetta, Peshawar, Multan, Larkana, Lahore, Abbotabad, Sargodha,
Sukkur and.
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Hello Sir, I want to apply for next NAT-IE www.enganchecubano.com my previous Nov result be cancel after the next
test. which test result be consider, the new one or previous one. plz reply.

9: Dogar Brothers | A Symbol of Authority in Publication
Preparation for NTS - NAT Test - Guidelines National Aptitude Test (NAT) is a test designed by NTS for admission in
educational institution. NAT test has different types (i.e. NAT-IA, NAT-IM, NAT-IIB etc) depending upon the group of
subject for admission.
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